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ECLIPSE Production Management Software Delivers Competitive
Edge
Capture Available, Unused Data and Unlock Potential
ST. LOUIS – September 9, 2005 – EDITORIAL PRESS RELEASE
Like scrap, information costs money when it’s wasted.
You need current, accurate information to make all the critical decisions and adjustments
that keep your line running at top efficiency. If your line isn’t recording all the material,
downtime, and running-rate information it can, you’re losing money.
ECLIPSE Production Management Software captures that information, measuring every
inch of material used and recording every second of machine run-time. Linking the shop
floor to the office, PC-based ECLIPSE compiles information in useful screens and
reports, providing the powerful tools to generate figures and statistics that help you
harness (realize) the full potential of your line and reclaim that lost cash.
With ECLIPSE, you benefit from:




Order Scheduling – Quickly and easily set balanced production schedules and
sort orders to minimize tooling and coil changes.
Direct Order Download – Increase production capacity by up to 40% by
eliminating delays and errors through automatic order entry.
Real-Time Production Status Monitoring – Quickly trace order status and
easily change priorities.
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Analyze Productivity – Analyze any shift and view run-time, delay-time,
average line speed, and productivity in an easy-to-read graphical format.
Production Tracking Reporting – Generate numerous reports detailing
production, scrap, and downtime compared across different machines, shifts,
operators, or products.
Data Import/Export – Import and export production data to and from other
computers.
Custom Labeling – Design and download custom labels for part making and
bundle tags.
Multi-User Access – Run ECLIPSE from multiple networked computers so
additional users can benefit from its powerful reporting and management features.

The best software tool for managing production, ECLIPSE’s powerful features reclaim
your production line’s otherwise “scrapped” data to unlock potential and provide you the
competitive edge.
AMS Controls is a leading provider of state-of-the-art electronic machine controls
exclusively designed and engineered to meet the needs of roll forming operations,
including blank fed and coil fed machines, cut-to-length machines, and extrusion lines.
For more information about AMS Controls, call 314-344-3144 or access the company's
web site at www.amscontrols.com.
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